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The present document provides recommendations from the experts attending
the I European Workshop on Environmental Crime focused on illegal killing and
taking of birds. This workshop was held in Madrid on 11th February 2015 under
the project for the creation of a European Network against Environmental Crime
(ENEC) coordinated by SEO/BirdLife and the RSPB and funded by the Criminal
Justice Support Programme of the European Union.
The following recommendations agreed by the ENEC should be incorporated in the
Roadmap to tackle illegal killing and taking of birds1 of the European Commission
as soon as possible and be analysed by the CMS Intergovernmental Task Force to
Address Illegal Killing, Taking and Trade of Migratory Birds in the Mediterranean
and by the Special Focal points for Illegal Kilings of the Bern Convention for
monitoring the Tunis Action Plan.

European Workshop on Environmental Crime: Illegal killing and taking of birds
11th February 2015, Madrid
1 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/conservation/wildbirds/docs/Roadmap%20illegal%20killing.pdf
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INTRODUCTION

SPANISH IMPERIAL EAGLE (Aquila adalberti)
© Tatavasco

Illegal killing and taking of wild birds is still a serious European problem, having a considerable
negative impact on biodiversity across the European Union1. Particularly in the Mediterranean
countries where tens of millions of birds are illegally killed each year.
The Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 November 2009 on
the conservation of wild birds (Birds Directive) sets out obligations for Member States in relation
to the protection of bird species and prohibits the killing and taking of birds, to be implemented
through national laws:
l

l

l

All wild bird species naturally occurring on the territory must be protected, including by national
or regional law (articles 1 and 5).
All activities that directly threaten birds are banned, such as the deliberate killing or capture of
birds, the destruction of their nests and taking of their eggs, and associated activities such as
trading in live or dead birds, with a few exceptions and provisions for huntable species (article
5, 7 and 9).
All large scale or indiscriminate methods of catching or killing birds are prohibited, in particular,
the use of snares, bird lime, live decoys, nets, traps, poisons and automatic weapons (article
8 and annex IV).

From the perspective of criminal law, the Directive
2008/99/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 19 November 2008 on the protection of the
environment through criminal law sets out minimum
requirements relating to criminal law in the Member
States in order to ensure better protection of the
environment. Offences listed under Article 3 of the
Directive have to be considered criminal offences in the
Member States, including in paragraph f) the offence of
illegal killing and taking of specimens of protected wild
fauna or flora:
The killing, destruction, possession or taking of specimens of protected wild fauna or flora species,
except for cases where the conduct concerns a negligible quantity of such specimens and has a
negligible impact on the conservation status of the species;
Despite the efforts made by many governmental authorities, the legal regulation of illegal killing
and taking is not harmonised across all Member States. Differences in the implementation and
enforcement of the European Union law exist. Considering the consequence of national failures
to fully implement the Directives, and that these shortcomings cause damage of a transnational
nature, a combination of actions is needed. This document contains a series of recommendations
from the ENEC members to improve the implementation and enforcement of European Union and
national laws in relation to illegal killing and taking of birds.

1. BIO Intelligence Service (2011), Stocktaking of the main problems and review of national enforcement mechanisms
for tackling illegal killing, trapping and trade of birds in the EU. Final report prepared for European Commission
(DG Environment).
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PROPOSED ACTIONS
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1 ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTECTION FOR SPECIES
LISTED UNDER ARTICLE 2(B) OF DIRECTIVE 2008/99/EC IN NATIONAL PENAL LAW

The Directive 2008/99/EC provides a requirement to ensure
that the species referred to in Article 2(b) of this Directive have,
as a minimum, protection in criminal law from illegal conduct
defined under Article 3(f) and (g) of this Directive. An assessment
of the transposition of these requirements into national penal
law in Member States is currently being undertaken as part of
the ENEC project.
As a minimum, all Birds Directive Annex 1 species and
migratory species must be considered as protected species
under Article 3 (f) and (g) of Directive 2008/99/EC. Following
the assessment of transposition, it will be necessary to
judge the implementation of protection under Article 3(f) and
(g) in Member States and make recommendations on the
interpretation of these provisions.

ACTION

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

Migratory species referred to under Article 2(b) of Directive
2008/99/EC were defined by BirdLife International in 2013, after
the implementation of this Directive. It will be necessary to assess
available lists of migratory species for which this Directive will
apply. Moreover, a better cooperation between the administrative
and criminal authorities of the Member States is desiderable.
ENEC members can play an equally important role providing
expertise necessary to assess the conservation status of habitats
and birds and to interpret legal concepts.
It will be necessary to report to the European Commission cases
where Member States have failed to transpose the minimum
levels of protection in national penal law for species defined under
Article 2(b) of Directive 2008/99/EC.

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Report on the implementation
of protection from Article 3(f)
activities in Member States based
on the ENEC transposition report.

ENEC

European Commission

To be initiated
following ENEC

Review available lists of
migratory species referred to in
Article 4 (2) of The Birds Directive
which should be protected
through criminal law

BirdLife

European Commission

Implementation
report

Report those national cases
in which not all species defined
under Article 2(b) are strictly
protected in criminal law
according to Article 3(f) of
Directive 2008/99/EC

BirdLife
and other
stakeholders

European Commission,
Member States

On-going

GREY HERON (Ardea cinerea)
©Juan Varela
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PEREGRINE FALCON (Falco peregrinus)
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2 HARMONISATION OF CRIMINAL SANCTIONS IN THE DIFFERENT MEMBER STATES

As it has been acknowledged during the first European Workshop
by the ENEC members, there is a lack of uniformity in the
implementation and enforcement of the Environmental Crime
Directive and there are important differences between sanctions
applied (and other accessory penalties) to fight against illegal killing
and taking of birds in the EU Member States. Many examples of
different EU countries were presented during the Workshop. In
the case of sanctions against illegal killing and taking, the strictest
sanctions are laid down in Portuguese criminal law (maximum
3 years’ imprisonment), Spanish (3 years), Swedish (6 years) and
Polish (5 years) and the lowest in the UK (6 month). Due to the
well-known problem with high numbers of birds illegaly killing and
the significant differences in the Member States’ sanction systems
detected and after the Lisbon Treaty reform it is possible to consider
the harmonization of sanctions, a vast majority of the participants at
the workshop have stated that there is a need for harmonization in
order to protect the environment through criminal law effectively in
whole EU. The importance of this is accentuated by a very low rate

ACTION

of convictions regarding these crimes in all Member States. In most
cases the Member States have imposed low fines only, and prison
sentence is rare. The preventative and deterrent effect of sanctions
and convictions is crucial in the fight against illegal killing and taking
of birds. The low number of convictions increases the perception that
violations of the strictly protected birds are of minor consideration
and the perception of impunity for offenders. The use of criminal
law to fight against illegal killing and taking requires dissuasive,
proportionate and effective sanctions, to show the important value
attributed to birds as part of the European biodiversity.
In order to enhance the deterrent effect of sanctions, there should
be an approximation of sanctions. The ENEC members have
pointed out the high number of cases of recidivism and have
proposed that it should be considered as an aggravating circumstance. Member States should also consider adopting measures
to deter and prevent recidivism, targeting repeat misdemeanor offenders, envisaging community work and re-education measures.

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Gather information on the various
sanctions and convictions on illegal killing
and taking in different EU Member States

ENEC,
BirdLife

European
Commission,
Member states

On-Going

Report lack of uniformity in the
implementation and application of
sanctions against illegal killing and taking
in different Member States

ENEC,
BirdLife

European
Commission,
European Parliament
Member States

On-Going

Adoption of measures to harmonize the
criminal sanctions against illegal killing
and taking in the higher span of the
sanctions already decided by the Member
States

European Commission,
European Parliament

Member States

To be initiated

Guidance to promote best practices for
enforcing environmental law

ENEC, BirdLife,
organisations of legal
professional

European Comission,
Member States

To be initiated

Include compensation packages in
penalties applied to environmental crime
as a measure of effectiveness

European Commission,
Member States

Member States,
NGOs

To be initiated

Include the possibility for civil liability
money to be used directly for repair work,
rather than going into Government funds

European Commission,
Member States

Member States,
NGOs

To be initiated
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UNIDAD DE INVESTIGACIÓN DE VENENOS
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3 TRAINING, SPECIALIZATION AND RAISING AWARENESS MEASURES TARGETED AT JUDGES,

PROSECUTORS, INSPECTORATES, ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND LAWYERS ON THE SERIOUSNESS
OF ILLEGAL KILLING AND TAKING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES ON BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

Initiatives within Member States for training, specialization
and raising awareness of judges, prosecutors, inspectorates,
enforcement officers and lawyers in environmental matters as
wildlife crimes, so far seem to be quite limited and occasional.
The fact that many judges and prosecutors deal only occasionally
with environmental cases, sometimes makes it hard for them
to make informed decisions. The complexity of environmental
issues aggravates this dilemma. Sometimes there is a lack of
familiarity, confidence, understanding of the situation, experience,
as well as capacity to execute legal proceedings in a correct way.
Continuous training in environmental matters must therefore
be a central part of a strategy to strengthen Member States
implementation of EU environmental law.

SARDINIAN WARBLER (Sylvia melanocephala)

Seen from another angle, specialization of public prosecutors and
police forces in environmental crime enforcement, haven’t been
implemented to the same extent across the EU. The same is the
case with the establishment of centrally managed offices of public
prosecutors specialized in these matters. In the UK in Scotland, three
dedicated wildlife crime prosecutors are employed, which provides

the opportunity to build working relationships with other actors
(NGOs) and improve their knowledge on the subject of illegal killing
and taking of birds. In Spain there is an environmental prosecutor
in each province (50 in total), but they are not entirely dedicated to
environmental cases and usually don’t personally take part in the
litigation of the cases in court. Non-specialisation in prosecutors
and enforcement officers seems to be a recurring issue across the
rest of Europe, especially in the Mediterranean region.
The serious nature of the threat to European biodiversity and
the prevailing shortcomings in the enforcement of the Directives,
points to the necessity of continuous training, specialization
and awareness raising programmes for all legal professionals
involved in environmental crime proceedings: judges, prosecutors,
environmental enforcement officers, lawyers, etc.
Apart from specialization for all involved in the process it is also
necessary that all criminal proceedings in court can rely on the
advice from environmental experts with qualifications in all different
environmental fields relevant to court’s area of jurisdiction.

©SPEA

ACTION

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Support training for judges, prosecutors and
enforcement officers, disseminate training material

European Commission, Member
States, organisations of legal
professional, NGOs

Judges, prosecutors and
enforcement officers

Continuous action
and monitoring

Promote training opportunities in environmental
law for lawyers

Lawyer’s organisations,
Member States, NGOs

Lawyers

Continuous action
and monitoring

Judges, prosecutors, lawyers
and enforcement officers

To be initiated

Development online training material for legal
professionals

European Commission,

organisations of legal
professional , NGOs

Appoint public prosecutors specialized in
environmental matters in all EU Member States,
and ensure that all cases of crime against wildlife
are undertaken by these

Member States,
ENPE

Prosecutors

To be initiated

Centrally managed office of public prosecutors
specialized in environmental matters

Member States,
ENPE

Prosecutors

To be initiated

Create and make available to prosecutors and
judges a database of specialized experts in
environmental matters

Member States, organisations of
legal professional, NGOs

Judges, prosecutors,
lawyers

To be initiated

Promote and assist in the creation of specialized
wildlife crime units within the law enforcement
organization with established work priorities

Member
States

Law enforcement
officials

Different situations
in each country
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RED KITE (Milvus milvus)
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4 RECOGNITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS (NGOs)
RIGHT TO BRING CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS IN A COURT OF LAW IN CASES OF WILDLIFE CRIME

Every year European environmental NGOs, including several
BirdLife partners, receive hundred of reports of environmental
offences such as shooting and destruction of birds of prey,
poisoning and the use of poisoned baits, egg collecting and
illegal taking, possession or sale of wild birds. Several of these
organizations are actively engaged in the criminal justice system
to defend the conservation of biodiversity, especially wild birds.
They invest significant financial and human resources in fighting
environmental crime.

administrative procedures, where environmental organisations
access to justice is firmly recognized.

However, many Member States do not recognize any right for
environmental NGOs to take action in courts of law in cases of
crimes against wild fauna – or encounter many legal obstacles to
do so (e.g. payment of court fees or bails). For instance, in Spain
NGOs are entitled to the popular action to initiate criminal trials.
However, the final recognition and the application of procedural
requirements depend on each judge and court. Such uncertainties
and procedural obstacles often undermine environmental
organisations legal standing. In Slovenia and Finland it is up to
the public prosecution to allow NGOs to go forward or not in
the criminal proceeding. These situations are less common in

Moreover, it has been shown that the involvement of NGOs in the
judicial process leads to better results, and thereby to convictions
and stricter sanctions.

ACTION

On the other hand, the Regulation (EC) 1367/2006 on the
application of the provisions of the Aarhus Convention on Access
to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access
to Justice in Environmental Matters to Community institutions and
bodies don’t included NGOs right to initiate legal actions in cases
of environmental crimes.

Therefore, in order to increase efficiency in the fight against
environmental crime it is necessary to give legal right for NGOs to
initiate and bring action in courts of law in cases of crimes against
wild fauna such as illegal killing and taking of birds.
NGOs defend the public interest and therefore they need more
support from the public sources.

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Gather information on right to bring criminal
proceedings in a court of law in cases of wildlife
crime in EU Member States

ENEC,
SEO/BirdLife

European Commission,
Member States

Report lack of uniformity in the recognition of NGOs
right to bring criminal proceedings in a court of law
in cases of wildlife crime in the EU

ENEC,
SEO/BirdLife,
BirdLife

European Commission,
Member States

Proposal on improvement of EU legislation, i.e.
to clearly include NGOs right to bring criminal
proceedings in a court of law in cases of wildlife
crime

ENEC,
BirdLife

European Commission,
European Parliament

To be initiated

EU legislation improvement to clearly include NGOs
right to bring criminal proceedings in a court of law
in cases of wildlife crime

European Commission,
European Parliament

Member States

To be initiated

Support to NGOs to take legal actions

European Commission,
Member States

NGOs

Continuous action

Gather information about the results and the
resources used in both administrative and criminal
cases in those countries where NGOs were able to act

ENEC,
BirdLife

European Commission,
Member States

To be initiated

To be initiated

To be initiated
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ROBIN (Erithacus rubecula)
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5 IMPROVING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BIRDS AND HABITATS DIRECTIVES AS

NECESSARY LEGAL INSTRUMENTS TO PROTECT WILDLIFE AGAINST ILLEGAL KILLING AND TAKING

The two key pillars of EU’s nature conservation policy are the
Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive. The Birds Directive
is the Union’s oldest piece of nature legislation, and its focus is
exclusively on birds; regulating hunting, taking and trading in wild
birds and their eggs through a number of specific provisions.
The Bird Directive has had clear benefits on the protection of
birds, establishing a clear regulation of some aspects such
as trapping (used to be very common in many Member States
before accession), hunting seasons (opening-closing time; spring
hunting) and a better protection of threatened species.
The Habitats Directive complements the Birds Directive by
extending the legal protection to animals other than birds,
to plants and to communities of plants forming typical and
recognisable habitats. Together, these two Directives have been
successful in slowing the loss of biodiversity (the variety of life
on Earth) within the EU, achieving protection of wild birds from
key threats, such as illegal killing and taking. Therefore, better
implementation in the different EU Member states is a goal

ACTION

to be achieved. For example, the Commission must increase
resources and prioritize enforcement of the directives, especially
strengthening organisation for the handling of infringement
cases which are fundamental to the Directives purposes and
promotion of compliance. There is a need to assess where
derogations under the Directives at a national level could threaten
populations. After this the guidelines to the directives must
be revised to better integrate the population approach of each
species and the potential for destructive combination effects on
populations. Guidelines that have diverged too far from the stated
objectives of the directives need to be revised in this respect,
especially when it comes to too far-fetched interpretations of
the derogation rules.
It will also be necessary to revise the guidelines to the reporting
formats under article 12 in the Bird Directive to include more
details on crimes related to birds, obtaining better information
and developing best strategies to combat illegal killing, taking and
trade of birds.

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Promotion of the Bird and Habitat
Directives among enforcement and
judiciary authorities

European Commission,
Member States,
organisations of legal
professional,
NGOs

Judges, prosecutors,
lawyers and enforcement
officers

Continuous action
and monitoring

Assess where derogations under the
Directives at a national level present
threats to the populations

European Commission,
BirdLife,
Member States

Commission,
Member States

To be initiated

Revise the guidelines for better
integration of the population
approach, combination effects and
Member States reporting on crimes
related to birds

European Commission,

Commission,
Member States

To be initiated

Revise the reporting formats under
article 12 in the Bird Directive for
environmental crimes related to birds

BirdLife,
European Commission,
Member States

Member States

To be initiated

Promote and develop a revised
reporting format under article 12 Bird
Directive to include more details on
bird related crimes

BirdLife,
European Commission,
Member States

Member States

To be initiated
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GOLDFINCH ( Carduelis carduelis )
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6 INFORMATION EXCHANGE, COOPERATION AND NETWORKING BETWEEN LEGAL PROFESSIONALS

Exchange of information and experience between environmental
legal professionals (judges, prosecutors, lawyers, etc) can
contribute to a better and more consistent enforcement of
European Union law. A more or less permanent platform for
cooperation, coordination and communication between lawyers
on environmental matters is lacking; most BirdLife partners really
seem to work ‘on their own’ without knowing or reflecting how
their colleagues deal with similar environmental cases. In some
cases, there’s cooperation: BSPB has a strong cooperation with
RSPB, bringing UK prosecutors, customs officers or policemen
to train and share experience. Therefore, initiatives such as the
ENEC will strengthen and contribute to co¬ordinate the efforts
of legal and other technical professionals to increase the mutual
understanding of relevant EU legislation, exchanging best practice
among those who work for the partners of BirdLife International.

ACTION

Several BirdLife partners already share information with police
and have arrangements to share restricted information. This
helps to address disconnected intelligence gathering and storing
which can hinder investigations. There is ad-hoc cooperation
devoted to pursuing international offenders in some instances,
for example egg collectors.
Among potential cooperation partners there is an EU Forum of
Judges for the Environment (EUFJE) and a European Network of
Prosecutors for the Environment (ENPE). Both organisations
could be suitable target for sharing of intelligence. Moreover,
EnviCrimeNet is an informal network connecting police
officers and other environmental crime fighters who share
in database relevant information about environmental crime
in Europe.

POSSIBLE BODY IN CHARGE

MAIN RECIPIENT

TIMETABLE

Strengthen the role of the ENEC as an instrument
of legal cooperation about environmental crimes
between the different BirdLife partners and other
European environmental organizations

ENEC, SEO/BirdLife,
RSPB, BirdLife

Promote European and national initiatives for
cooperation between lawyers, prosecutors, law
enforcement officers and judges dealing with
environmental cases within Member States

ENEC, Member States,
organisations of legal
professional, other
stakeholders

Member States,
other stakeholder

On-going

Support for networking between lawyers,
prosecutors and judges dealing with
environmental cases

European Commission,
Member States

NGOs, Judges, prosecutors,lawyers
and law enforcement sector

On-going

Possibility of collaborating with existing
networks and databases, for sharing information
on environmental crime in Europe

ENEC, BirdLife,
other stakeholders

Professional organisations,
NGOs

To be prioritised

Mechanism for tracking court case progress for
significant cases, summarising progress for legal
professionals, and enforcement bodies

ENEC, BirdLife,
other stakeholders

Professional organisations, NGOs,
Judges, prosecutors, lawyers and
law enforcement sector

To be prioritised

Prepare a list of resources (handbooks and
others) to be shared and, if necessary, translates

ENEC, BirdLife,
organisations of legal
professional,
European Commision

Professional organisations, NGOs,
Judges, prosecutors, lawyers and
law enforcement sector

To be prioritised

Create a IT platform to share information on
illegal killing and takings of birds cases

ENEC, organisations of
legal professional,
European Commission

ENEC, professional organisations

To be initiated

Promote the distribution of press coverage on
case judgements regarding environmental crime
at a EU level, or a newsletter or other media,
regarding environmental crime issues

All involved actors

Public Opinion

On-going

BirdLife partners,
Environmental NGOS

On-going
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The BirdLife Partnership is committed to making the European Union a safer place
for birds, biodiversity and people. Join the cause!
Patricia Zurita
BirdLife International. CEO

This publication has been prepared by SEO/BirdLife under the
project to create an European Network Against Environmental Crime
(ENEC) funded by the criminal justice support programme
of the European Union
MORE INFO: http://lawyersfornature.org
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